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The goal is to provide SSL communication between Apache server and Tomcat server via
mod jk connector.

Mod jk uses AJP protocol which does not support encryption. If we want encrypt communi-
cation we need to implement it separately via an SSH tunnel. For this we use Stunnel [1] program.
Whole process is shown in Fig. 1.

Stunnel is a computer program used to provide universal TLS/SSL tunneling service. It can
be used to provide secure encrypted connections for clients or servers that do not speak TLS or
SSL natively.

Stunnel installation on RedHat:
$ yum install stunnel

Starting Stunnel with specific .conf file:
$ stunnel stunnel.conf

Whole process can be described as follow:

1. Request is matched in httpd.conf (for instance in some Virtual Host) and is then redirected
via JkMount as is specified in workers.properties file. Let us consider this configuration:

httpd.conf for Apache server:
<VirtualHost *:443>

ServerName test01.cern.ch

... #Certificates etc.

JkMount /* worker1

</VirtualHost>

workers.properties file:
worker.list=worker1,worker2,worker3

worker.worker1.type=ajp13

worker.worker1.host=localhost

worker.worker1.port=1234

2. We establish stunnel connection as a client service (client = yes) on Apache machine, which
means that we accept request on some port (in our case: 1234) and send it via tunnel to
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Figure 1: Communication between Apache server and Tomcat server

remote Tomcat server (tomcatServer.cern.ch:5000).

Certificate/key is needed in server mode and optional in client mode.

stunnel.conf file on Apache machine (client mode):
output = /etc/stunnel/stunnel.log

pid = /etc/stunnel/stunnel.pid

debug = 7

;Disable FIPS mode to allow non-approved protocols and algorithms

;fips = no

;Certificates

cert=/etc/stunnel/stunnel.pem

key=/etc/stunnel/stunnel.pem

[tomcat]
client = yes

accept = 1234

connect = tomcatServer.cern.ch:5000
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In some cases is necessary to set fips = no.

It is not possible to connect directly to port on which target application runs (i.e. tom-
catServer.cern.ch:5000 is not address of an application to be displayed), but is necessary to
configure Stunnel on Tomcat machine. This is described in a following step.

3. On Tomcat machine we run Stunnel in a server mode (client = no), which means that it waits
on a request (in our case we accept request on port: 5000) and connect it on host and port
at which application runs (in our case TomcatInstance.cern.ch:8080).

Configuration in stunnel.conf file on Tomcat machine:
;certificates and other setting omitted [Apache] client = no

accept = 5000

connect = TomcatInstance.cern.ch:8080
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